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WHAT IS PROFESSIONAL 
COACHING?
As a coach, you are a peer partner who assists another person to discover 
and confidently claim their strengths and choose how to learn, grow and 
change in ways that optimize satisfaction and life outcomes.

All styles of coaching are learning-focused by raising awareness about 
underlying challenges so clients may choose to shift their perceptions, 
connect to empowering beliefs and values and pursue more satisfying life 
choices. As a coach, you support clients to transform their relationship with 
circumstances in any context, personal or professional, so that growth and 
change is forward-focused to move confidently toward a more compelling 
vision of the future.

Right now in your career, who are you as a coach? What intuitions and 
observations are you capable developing for a fulfilling future ahead?

We hope you will take a few introspective moments to answer the following 
questions:
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IDENTIFYING THE INNER 
AUTHENTIC COACH
At inviteCHANGE, we guide you through a comprehensive program study 
to explore, practice, receive feedback and build confidence with the skills 
unique for effective coach-client relationships. The first step focuses on 
your authentic self, the traits and qualities that make you, you and will be 
attractive to other people who will engage with you as a coach. Below is a 
shortened list of communication skills that serve each coach as they develop 
a partnership with their clients. 

Complete the inventory below to identify your current use of the coaching 
behaviors essential for success:

As you formulate your results, pay close attention to those answers selected as a 5 or less. Our program 
addresses all behaviors and others to assist the coach development of self and authenticity.

Authentic Behavior  Current Level 1-10
      1 = developing
      10 = mastery

I consider myself an active listener  1     2     3     4     5     6     7     8     9     10

I provide a caring environment       1     2     3     4     5     6     7     8     9     10

I engage with unconditional acceptance 1     2     3     4     5     6     7     8     9     10

I can hear what is not being said  1     2     3     4     5     6     7     8     9     10

I sustain focus and presence with others 1     2     3     4     5     6     7     8     9     10

I encourage forgiveness and self-trust 1     2     3     4     5     6     7     8     9     10

I accurately track progress to goals  1     2     3     4     5     6     7     8     9     10

I foster accountability and autonomy 1     2     3     4     5     6     7     8     9     10

I facilitate empowering believe in self  1     2     3     4     5     6     7     8     9     10

I cultivate trust and safety for change 1     2     3     4     5     6     7     8     9     10
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ESTABLISHING COACH 
BUSINESS BASICS
inviteCHANGE is an ICF accredited leader in the coaching industry. We 
take great pride in not only developing the coach to help them understand 
their authentic self and harness intuitive life skills, we also provide the 
business concepts and formulas necessary to build a thriving coach business 
model. 

As you read the items below, take a moment and reflect on your current 
thinking about coaching as a business.  All of these elements are included in 
our certification program. Where are the gaps in your coaching business?

We would like to partner with you on this coaching journey ahead!

Business Model Checklist

   Consult an attorney, tax accountant, and /or insurance agent for professional 
guidance on operating a business where you live.

   Check with your state to secure a business license or permit.

   Secure a business banking account for a clear delineation from business and 
personal transactions.

   Set up an accounting system for invoicing and money management.

   Use a quality phone with a headset and mute button.

   Develop a brand that represents you and your coaching style. The look and feel of 
your business should reflect the clients you serve.

   Secure a dedicated working space without distractions. If you will conduct video 
sessions, be sure to check the background setting your client will experience.

   Formulate all client contract language, barter | probono contract verbiage.

   Create systems and networks: how will you automate tasks and generate leads.
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OUR COMPANY
Through our learning and coaching solutions, we catalyze people to:

• Be authentic and generative

• Choose to live values-aligned

• Cause reciprocal prosperity

Our vision for the future is to shape a world where people love their life’s 
work touching one billion people in the next decade.

We fulfill that vision in each interaction by living our values every moment

Synergy ~ Curiosity ~ Vitality ~ Transformation ~ 

Bliss ~ Spirit ~ Belonging

“Stand in your own 
authority and join 
our community of 
vibrant and supportive 
coaches.”

Janet M. Harvey
CEO and Director 
of Education, 
inviteCHANGE

Coaching Coaches for 25 years
“Shaping a World Where People Love Their 
Work” is what we do.  Why? So that people, teams, 
companies and communities enjoy sustainable 
excellence. Since 1997, we have delivered 
generative learning and coaching experiences for 
leaders from the front line to the board room. The dynamic capacity to originate, create, 
learn, and produce results through an authentic self produces generative wholeness for 
individuals and teams to be enterprise-wise. We transfer the framework for learning, change 
and disciplined measurement so people live and lead generatively, rising to the challenge of a 
complex and dynamic world. 

Our work inspires individuals to awaken awareness, gain clarity, break through limitation 
and restore access to their essence, the source of renewable vitality. To enjoy a meaningful, 
satisfying and inspiring life requires bold and creative leadership with ourselves and in how 
we engage others. 
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